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This article describes a mathematical framework for conceptualizing the accuracy of forensic experts’ opinions on
competence to stand trial (CST) and explains how an expert’s expressed opinion about CST can be decomposed
into four elements: (1) contextual requirements of the defendant (determined partly by the defendant’s past
actions) that lie outside the defendant’s future control; (2) personal attributes of the defendant that are relevant
to competence; (3) the expert’s intrinsic ability to distinguish competent from incompetent defendants; and (4) the
expert’s wish to favor or avoid certain types of outcomes (e.g., a preference to avoid seeing an incompetent
defendant stand trial for a serious charge). Because experts are imperfect and have varying levels of confidence in
their opinions, one can describe the accuracy of CST assessments by using receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
analysis. The article describes some types of insights one might derive from ROC analyses of CST assessments if
experts, at least for research purposes, expressed opinions as graded levels of confidence. Although no satisfactory
gold standard exists for establishing the truth about a defendant’s competence, statistical methods developed over
the past two decades may allow investigators to make inferences about the diagnostic accuracy of experts’ CST
assessments.
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In formulating opinions on psycholegal matters such
as criminal responsibility or adjudicative compe-
tence, forensic practitioners typically describe their
decision-making as follows: they assimilate available
psychological and medical evidence, consider that
evidence in light of the relevant legal standard, and
then determine whether the evaluee meets or does
not meet the standard.1–3 The intent of this process is
to reach a clear opinion (one way or the other) with
reasonable medical (or scientific) certainty and to be
ready to articulate the rationale for the opinion. On
occasion, forensic clinicians feel that they cannot for-
mulate opinions with this level of certainty, or they
offer opinions with the qualification that further in-
formation may change their conclusions. Usually,
however, forensic clinicians simply believe that they
can reach yes-or-no conclusions about psycholegal
questions and that if a colleague disagrees with an
opinion, it must be because one of them (probably

the colleague) is wrong. Often, researchers—along
with clinicians who formulate opinions—assume
that yes-or-no opinions are the only sort of judg-
ments that forensic clinicians might make.4

On reflection, however, one realizes that this pic-
ture oversimplifies evaluees, forensic examinations,
and the data evaluated by forensic practitioners. If
one considers assessments of competence to stand
trial (CST), for example, one immediately realizes
that because criminal cases vary enormously in com-
plexity and seriousness of charges, the capacity re-
quired to function as a competent defendant ranges
from modest in some cases to substantial in others.
More important, human beings vary greatly in the
attributes and capacities that are needed to perform
competently as a criminal defendant. Almost all the
readers of this article would be highly competent to
stand trial if they faced any criminal charge, and al-
most no preschooler would be competent, no matter
how simple the case against him. But most actual
CST evaluees are neither completely lacking in, nor
perfectly endowed with, competence-related capaci-
ties and qualities. Cooperativeness, intelligence, ra-
tionality, and all the other human attributes that af-
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fect adjudicative competence are dimensional rather
than present-or-absent features of persons and their
mental functioning. To the extent that these capaci-
ties and qualities are measurable or scalable, they rep-
resent spectra along which actual criminal defen-
dants might be arrayed in near-continuous
distributions. Forensic clinicians therefore can antic-
ipate that a few accused persons will appear unam-
biguously capable or incapable of functioning as de-
fendants. Most CST evaluees, however, will display
competence-related capacities that place them some-
where between these extremes, by virtue of their
comparative strengths and weaknesses along many
emotional and cognitive dimensions.

This means that a forensic expert who evaluates
adjudicative competence is not attempting to dis-
cover whether a defendant has or lacks something.
Rather, the expert seeks to obtain information about
where a defendant falls along several spectra of com-
petence-related capacities and qualities. An expert’s
opinion concerning CST, therefore, reflects implicit
conclusions about the defendant’s positions along
these spectra, coupled with the expert’s understand-
ing of what the specific case will require of the
defendant.

In any given criminal case, the capabilities re-
quired of the defendant reflect factors that are be-
yond his future control and therefore are indepen-
dent of him. Examples of such factors include what
the defendant has done and cannot go back and
change, what charges he actually faces, potential
punishments, options, and choices about defenses,
and case-specific behavioral demands (e.g., whether
the defendant must testify and withstand cross-ex-
amination). In a sense, then, the case requirements
are external or contextual factors fixed by the defen-
dant’s situation and predicament, and the expert’s
task is to evaluate internal or personal factors about
the defendant to find out whether he can meet those
requirements. Although experts may not think of the
CST evaluation process in this way, the effort to
arrive at a yes-or-no (i.e., competent or incompetent)
conclusion is actually an effort to discern where a
defendant stands in relation to the external, contex-
tual demands placed on him and whether he falls on
one or the other side of an implicit boundary be-
tween competence and incompetence. This means
that, to the extent that forensic clinicians acknowl-
edge that their opinions may be wrong, they may (or
should) feel the least confident in cases where the

data locate a defendant close to the competence-
incompetence boundary.

In a recent article,5 Buchanan notes that psychia-
trists actually do make errors and have varying de-
grees of confidence in their opinions about CST.
Because of this, he suggests that in offering opinions
on CST, forensic clinicians should factor in three
considerations: the defendant’s mental functioning
(presumably along all dimensions relevant to adjudi-
cative competence), the contextual requirements of
the specific case (including, for example, the amount
and complexity of the information that the defen-
dant must process), and the potential penalties. Con-
cerning the last item, Buchanan posits an analogy
between CST determinations and decisions concern-
ing competence to consent to treatment, where a
sliding scale is sometimes invoked to require a higher
level of competence when a patient’s decision could
have grave consequences.6,7 Although forensic clini-
cians cannot actually weigh risks and benefits on
some sort of scale, Buchanan believes that experts can
and should “take into account the seriousness of the
charges”; greater potential penalties should incline
experts to require “a greater level of confidence [in
their opinions] before suggesting that a defendant is
competent” (Ref. 5, p 463). The more serious the
consequences of a conviction, the more forensic cli-
nicians should err on the side of caution—that is,
they should favor erroneous opinions that deem ac-
tually competent defendants incompetent over erro-
neous opinions that would allow actually incompe-
tent defendants to proceed to trial. In other words,
says Buchanan, “the implications of preferring some
types of error to others” mean that “all other things
being equal, the seriousness of the charge that a crim-
inal defendant faces should affect the evidence a psy-
chiatrist gives and the conclusion a court reaches”
(Ref. 5, p 458).

Implicit in Buchanan’s position is the idea that
experts are imperfectly accurate and that, in evaluat-
ing adjudicative competence, they face inevitable
tradeoffs between wrongly categorizing competent
defendants as incompetent and incompetent defen-
dants as competent. Thus, when experts offer their
customary, binary, yes-or-no opinions about adjudi-
cative competence, those opinions likely combine ex-
perts’ awareness of the potential for errors with ex-
perts’ feelings about how those errors should be
balanced. For example, an expert may believe that
evidence concerning a particular psychotic defen-
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dant facing a serious charge indicates, on balance,
that the defendant might manage to stand trial suc-
cessfully. Yet to avoid seeing an incompetent defen-
dant face prosecution and punishment, the expert
might state—in Buchanan’s view, with moral justi-
fication—that the defendant lacked capacity to pro-
ceed with adjudication. Offering this opinion might
be justified if the expert believed that treatment
would cause the defendant’s psychosis to abate and
his fitness for trial to improve substantially.

This article agrees and begins with Buchanan’s
explicit position that forensic experts both have vary-
ing levels of confidence in their opinions and that
experts make errors. But this article suggests that for
scientific purposes, mental health experts should
think about confidence in their opinions’ accuracy as
a matter distinct from the implications of potential
errors in those opinions and distinct from their
choices to favor one or another type of error based on
the consequences. To the extent that forensic experts
want to understand how well they perform, they
need a framework for characterizing and quantifying
the accuracy of their opinions that considers accuracy
separate from their beliefs about the relative costs and
benefits associated with incorrect and correct
opinions.

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis
is medicine’s preferred method for describing diag-
nostic accuracy as a set of tradeoffs and for separating
diagnostic accuracy from clinical decisions based on
balancing of costs and benefits.8,9 Akinkunmi10 has
shown how to use ROC methods to describe the
accuracy of assessment tools, using senior psychia-
trists’ opinions as the gold standard for the truth
about an evaluee’s competence. This article explains
how ROC analysis can be used to conceptualize and
gauge the accuracy of experts themselves—the accu-
racy, that is, of experts’ “diagnoses” concerning crim-
inal defendants’ adjudicative competence.

Confidence About Adjudicative
Competence

Any valid characterization of diagnostic accuracy
must rest on a clear understanding of both the con-
dition being diagnosed and the diagnostic process. It
lies far beyond the scope of this article to provide a
thorough account of what competence to stand trial
is or how evaluators assess it, but several sources (e.g.,
Refs. 11–13) provide detailed, thoughtful discus-
sions of these topics. For present purposes, however,

some summary comments will facilitate understand-
ing of the quantitative perspective presented later.

In Dusky v. United States,14 the U.S. Supreme
Court articulated what has become the basic consti-
tutional standard against which U.S. state and federal
courts assess defendants’ adjudicative competence.
Under Dusky, the test for CST is whether a defendant
“has sufficient present ability to consult with his law-
yer with a reasonable degree of rational understand-
ing—and whether he has a rational as well as factual
understanding of the proceedings against him” (Ref.
14, p 402). In a subsequent case, Drope v. Missouri,
the U.S. Supreme Court added that, beyond consult-
ing with counsel, a criminal defendant must be able
“to assist in preparing his defense” (Ref. 15, p 171).

For more than four decades, appellate courts, leg-
islatures, legal scholars, and forensic clinicians have
undertaken various efforts to elaborate and flesh out
these sparsely worded requirements (e.g., Refs. 16–
24). Often, these efforts take the form of lists in-
tended to focus forensic evaluators’ attention on the
functional capacities that are directly relevant to ad-
judicative competence. The Utah Code25 contains
one of the most detailed lists developed by state leg-
islatures; the relevant portion appears in Table 1.

The Utah statute points to mental capacities that
forensic examiners in any U.S. jurisdiction would
find relevant to adjudicative competence. These
mental capacities reflect several dimensions of so-
phisticated social and interpersonal functioning, a
partial description of which include: (1) capacities
for comprehending social facts, (2) ability to project
oneself into hypothetical situations (e.g., being con-
victed), (3) anticipating one’s response to possible
events, (4) establishing trusting relationships and
recognizing whom to trust, (5) recognizing what
things are relevant in a complex social situation, (6)
communicating those things logically to other per-
sons (e.g., to one’s attorney), (7) understanding the
role of social institutions, (8) entertaining and eval-
uating one’s own beliefs and desires, (9) reasoning
practically in light of rational beliefs and desires, (10)
maintaining self-control in emotional situations, and
(11) responding to interpersonal events and express-
ing emotion appropriately. This long but far from
complete list serves as a reminder that adjudicative
competence is an abstract, “open-textured” con-
struct.26 That is, CST is a “postulated attribute”
(Ref. 27, p 283) of a criminal defendant; because it is
a construct that is intended “to apply to an infinite
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number of fact situations,” we cannot reduce its
meaning “to an invariable group of rules about a set
of facts” (Ref. 28, p 323).

Adjudicative competence is not an entity like
blood pressure or hematocrit, which are things that
one can measure for purposes of diagnosis and that
reflect physical states of organisms or biological sys-
tems. We cannot fully define most qualities that con-
tribute to adjudicative competence, because the mat-
ters that CST evaluators consider require varying
descriptions and can take on a kaleidoscopic array of
forms. At the same time, a condition of the possibil-
ity that evaluators can perform CST assessments with
greater or lesser accuracy is the idea that those assess-
ments seek to ascertain some real characteristic of
defendants. Discourse about the “accuracy” of CST
assessments presupposes that adjudicative compe-
tence refers to some actual (though hypostatized29)
feature of defendants and is not an arbitrary legal
status or social construct. Adjudicative competence,
in this view, is an objective (though imperfectly de-
fined and apprehended) property of individuals who
face prosecution. In categorizing defendants as com-
petent or not, then, courts are making decisions
based on inferences about the degree to which defen-
dants exhibit or possess this real quality. And when
evaluators assess adjudicative competence, they are
discovering information concerning the presence or
absence of this real quality.

Coupled with considerations of defendants’ vari-
ous human capacities are considerations about the
demands of the case. As was noted earlier, CST de-
terminations are contextual: the examiner’s focus is
on whether the defendant, facing one or more spe-
cific charges, confronting specific alleged facts, and

represented by a particular attorney, can understand
the specific proceedings against him in his current
criminal case and assist the attorney in preparing a
defense.30 A defendant who anticipates being tried
for alleged income tax violations probably can antic-
ipate courtroom demands far exceeding those re-
quired of a defendant who expects to plead guilty to
misdemeanor assault. One might say that the former
defendant faces legal, behavioral, and intellectual
hurdles far higher than the latter. This metaphor is
imperfect, however, because the demands faced by
criminal defendants, though perhaps amenable to
some rough ranking of difficulty, are not measurable
(as are the heights of hurdles).

This means that during evaluations of adjudicative
competence, a forensic examiner must mentally as-
sess many of a defendant’s intangible and hard-to-
quantify personal qualities against the equally hard-
to-quantify challenges inherent in the defendant’s
specific situation. Put this way, the task of assimilat-
ing data and formulating an opinion about CST
sounds impossible.

Fortunately for courts and forensic experts, how-
ever, this is not the case, for two reasons. First, indi-
vidual defendants are justifiably presumed compe-
tent to stand trial, because the average defendant is
competent to stand trial,28 most defendants are com-
petent to stand trial, and almost any normal adult
who does not have serious psychopathology or cog-
nitive impairment would be competent to stand trial
if charged with a criminal offense. Therefore, a major
part of an examiner’s assessment consists in deter-
mining whether a defendant-evaluee has a mental
illness or disability that would put him at a substan-

Table 1 Instructions to Experts Who Perform Court-Ordered Evaluations of Competence to Stand Trial (Utah Code 77-15-5(4))25

The experts shall consider . . . and address, in addition to any other factors determined to be relevant . . . :
(a) the defendant’s present capacity to:

(i) comprehend and appreciate the charges or allegations against him;
(ii) disclose to counsel pertinent facts, events, and states of mind;
(iii) comprehend and appreciate the range and nature of possible penalties, if applicable, that may be imposed in the

proceedings against him;
(iv) engage in reasoned choice of legal strategies and options;
(v) understand the adversary nature of the proceedings against him;

(vi) manifest appropriate courtroom behavior; and
(vii) testify relevantly, if applicable;

(b) the impact of the mental disorder, or mental retardation, if any, on the nature and quality of the defendant’s relationship with counsel;
(c) if psychoactive medication is currently being administered:

(i) whether the medication is necessary to maintain the defendant’s competency; and
(ii) the effect of the medication, if any, on the defendant’s demeanor and affect and ability to participate in the proceedings.
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tial disadvantage compared with most criminal
defendants.

Second, the training and experience of mental
health professionals often allows them to develop a
decent idea about whether a task lies within a defen-
dant’s ability, even when they cannot “measure” the
ability upon which the defendant relies. For example,
speaking coherently is an attribute important to ad-
judicative competence, and though verbal coherence
is hard to measure numerically, its relative quality
and adequacy are easily apprehended. Therefore,
when a forensic examination detects signs of a serious
psychiatric disorder or cognitive impairment, the ex-
aminer usually does not need to quantify the extent
of the problem. The question, rather, is whether and
how the deviation from mental normality prevents
the defendant from doing what most individuals
could do.

It is helpful to think about the duties of CST eval-
uators through an analogy: asking a sightless person
attending a football game to say whether the ball is
closer to the home team’s or the visitors’ end zone,
based on hearing the quarterback call signals before
the ball is snapped. Though perhaps unable to state
the precise line of scrimmage, the sightless person
could always give level-of-confidence statements
based on his perceptions. In many instances, for ex-
ample, he may say that he was “highly confident”
that the ball was nearer either the home team’s or the
visitor’s goal line, in other instances, that the ball was
“probably” on one or the other side of the field, and
in a few instances, that he was “unsure” about which
side of the field contained the line of scrimmage.

Such level-of-confidence responses are similar to
the rating categories that radiologists have used for
decades in studies of diagnostic accuracy. In mam-
mography, for example, the reader’s task is to sort
those films that represent cancer from those that rep-
resent benign findings. For purposes of assessing di-
agnostic accuracy, however, radiologists often rate
mammograms on a five-category scale (1, normal; 2,
benign finding; 3, probably benign finding; 4, suspi-
cious abnormality; or 5, highly suggestive of malig-
nancy) that signifies their beliefs about the likelihood
that the imaged tissue contains a cancer.31 As is true
of forensic examiners, mammographers’ confidence
in their opinions is not a precisely measurable quan-
tity, but this does not prevent their ratings from
being useful. Both for clinical purposes and for quan-
tifying of accuracy, it is sufficient that a mammogra-

pher’s confidence levels embody consistent, mean-
ingful rankings of the probability of malignancy.

In our hypothetical football stadium example, the
“truth” about the football’s location can be estab-
lished by (for example) asking the referee. In mam-
mography studies, true disease status is established
through biopsy (if a lesion is observed) or the pres-
ence or absence of detection of a tumor (clinically
or via a subsequent mammogram) within a year of
the original diagnostic study.32,33 In forensic con-
texts, however, establishing the truth is a problematic
matter. We have no way to biopsy a defendant’s com-
petence to stand trial and obtain a tissue diagnosis,
and beyond examiners’ opinions, no gold standard
criterion exists to establish a defendant’s adjudicative
competence.34,35 For any given defendant, all we can
hope to know are various individuals’ opinions about
the matter (accompanied in some instances by scores
from assessment instruments). Although courts ulti-
mately determine whether defendants proceed with
criminal adjudication, judges’ rulings on trial com-
petence are not perfect; nor, of course, are the opin-
ions of even the best forensic examiner.

We shall return later to the absent gold standard
problem. For the moment, let us suppose that we
have a way of establishing the truth about defen-
dants’ adjudicative competence. How might we
characterize the accuracy of competence assessments
so as to reflect levels of confidence in experts’
determinations?

ROC Analysis of CST Data

The designers of the MacArthur Competence As-
sessment Tool–Criminal Adjudication (MacCAT-
CAJ)36 addressed the truth problem as follows. They
presumed that 486 jail inmates (197 randomly se-
lected, unscreened pretrial defendants, plus 249 in-
mates who were receiving psychiatric treatment un-
related to competence restoration) were actually
competent to stand trial; they also presumed that 283
individuals who had been adjudicated incompetent
and hospitalized less than 14 days for competence
restoration were actually incompetent to stand trial
(IST). The MacCAT-CA instructions state explicitly
that evaluators should not regard or use the instru-
ment as though it were an objective, diagnostic test
for adjudicative competence. But for illustration
purposes, let us treat the three MacCAT-CA scales,
Understanding, Reasoning, and Appreciation, as
though they were diagnostic tests. Doing so will help
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us to understand how CST assessments involve
tradeoffs between sensitivity and specificity and how
the accuracy of assessments can be quantified. We
shall also be able to sample the kinds of insights one
might gain from thinking about CST assessments
quantitatively.

Figure 1 shows a ROC graph (based on data in
Table 5 of Ref. 36) that treats the MacCAT-CA Rea-
soning scale as though it were a diagnostic test for
being IST (so that a positive test result indicates in-
competence). As is customary in ROC graphs, the
true-positive rate (TPR, equal to test sensitivity) is
plotted along the vertical axis as a function of the
false-positive rate (FPR, equal to 1 � test specificity),
which is plotted on the horizontal axis. The num-
bered markers represent (FPR, TPR) pairs associated
with scores on the Reasoning scale if each score were
used as a cutoff to classify defendants as either incom-
petent or competent. On the Reasoning scale, defen-
dant-evaluees can score between 0 and 16; the lower
the score, the stronger the evidence of incompetence.
Fitted to the markers is a smooth ROC curve based
on the “binormal assumption,” which means that on
some monotonic transformation of the decision axis
(here, the MacCAT-CA Reasoning score), the distri-
bution of results will conform to two normal distri-
butions with different means and variances. Binor-

mal ROC fitting methods are robust to a variety of
plausible data distributions.37 They allow us to sum-
marize a diagnostic system’s performance through-
out its entire range of outcomes using two indices, A
and B, related as follows: ZTPR � A � BZFPR, where
ZFPR and ZTPR are the normal deviates, or Z-trans-
forms, of FPR and TPR. In addition, the binormal fit
offers the advantage of avoiding spurious inferences
based on random data scatter, which for some of the
interpretations offered later in the article is a valuable
attribute. (For more detailed explanations of the
binormal assumption in ROC curve fitting, see Refs.
38–40.)

As Figure 1 shows, the lower left portion of the
ROC square contains (FPR, TPR) pairs that corre-
spond to lower MacCAT-CA Reasoning scale scores,
and the upper right portion contains (FPR, TPR)
combinations associated with higher scores. If one
used a lower Reasoning score as a diagnostic cutoff,
one would expect to make fewer false-positive errors
(that is, specificity is high because one makes rela-
tively few incorrect declarations that an individual is
IST). Because TPR would also be low, however, the
scale would be insensitive and would fail to detect
most IST defendants. Using higher Reasoning scores
as cutoffs, one would classify a larger fraction of the
IST defendants correctly (the test would be more
sensitive); specificity would decrease, however, and
one would misclassify more actually competent de-
fendants as incompetent.

The area under the ROC curve (AUC) is a com-
monly used summary statistic of a diagnostic test’s
accuracy41,42 which, in this context, would have this
practical meaning: AUC equals the probability that a
randomly chosen incompetent defendant would
score lower on a MacCAT-CA scale than a randomly
chosen competent defendant. Looking at Figure 1,
one might guess that about three-fourths of the ROC
square lies below the ROC curve for the Reasoning
scale, and in fact the calculated area, AUCReasoning, is
0.763. This value is comparable to the AUCs re-
ported by Akinkunmi for a smaller group of London
pretrial detainees10 and to AUCs for actuarial risk
assessment instruments (ARAIs) (see, for example,
Refs. 43, 44). The result suggests that the Reasoning
scale ranks competent and incompetent defendant-
evaluees as proficiently as ARAIs rank individuals’
likelihood of future violence.

Figure 2 shows ROC curves for all three Mac-
CAT-CA scales. A quick look at the curves suggests

Figure 1. A ROC graph, based on data in Poythress et al.,36 that
treats the MacCAT-CA Reasoning scale as a diagnostic test for incom-
petence to stand trial. Numbered markers represent (FPR, TPR) pairs
associated with scores on the Reasoning scale. A smooth, binormal
ROC is fitted to the data.
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that the Understanding and Appreciation scales have
overall accuracies that are globally similar to those of
the Reasoning scale, and the scales’ AUCs bear this
out (AUCUnderstanding � 0.741; AUCAppreciation �
0.762). But in the ROC square, the curves for each
scale cross each other, and, looking more closely, one
sees that the performances of the three scales may be
quite different over certain score ranges.

Suppose, for example, that we want to investigate
the performance of each scale when the specificity is
high (or equivalently, when FPR is low). In the lower
left corner of the ROC square, we see that the curve
for the Appreciation scale lies above the curve for the
Reasoning scale, which in turn lies above the curve

for the Understanding scale. This means that, at any
given value of FPR, the TPR will be highest for Ap-
preciation and lowest for Understanding. For exam-
ple, when FPR � 0.05 (see Fig. 2, dotted line), TPR
for Understanding, Reasoning, and Appreciation are
0.266, 0.332, and 0.431, respectively. In a situation
where one wishes to make judgments about adjudi-
cative incompetence with high specificity, the Mac-
CAT-CA’s Appreciation scale may be the most help-
ful, because it has the highest sensitivity.

Setting FPR at 0.05 effectuates an arbitrary cutoff
choice, however. A sophisticated way to select a non-
arbitrary cutoff would be to find the operating points
on each scale that provide the most diagnostic infor-
mation. It turns out that each point in the ROC
square is associated with a specific amount of diag-
nostic information.45 To find the cutoff along a
binormal ROC curve that yields maximum informa-
tion, one needs only to know A and B, which are the
two indices that define the binormal ROC curve’s
shape, and the prevalence or base rate (BR) of the
condition to be detected.46–48 Various reports49–52

suggest that 16 to 30 percent of criminal defendants
referred for CST evaluations are incompetent. The
circular markers in Figure 2 represent the points
along the ROC curves for each MacCAT-CA scale
that maximize diagnostic information when BR �
0.16 (the lower left circle on each curve) and when
BR � 0.30 (higher right circle on each curve).

Figure 2 indicates that information is maximized
at values of FPR and TPR that differ for the three
scales. Table 2 makes this point numerically: it lists
the (FPR, TPR) pairs that maximize each scale’s in-
formation, the amounts of information yielded by
each scale (both in bits and as a percentage of the
information that would be produced by a perfect
test), the corresponding MacCAT-CA scale scores,
and the MacCAT-CA normative interpretations of

Figure 2. ROC curves for all three MacCAT-CA scales, based on data
in Poythress et al.36 The dotted line (at FPR � 0.05) suggests that
when detecting incompetence with high specificity, the Appreciation
scale has the highest sensitivity. The circular markers represent points
that maximize diagnostic information when the base rate of incom-
petence is 0.16 (the bottom left circle on each curve) and 0.30 (top
right circle on each curve).

Table 2 (FPR, TPR) Pairs that Maximize Each MacCAT-CA Scale’s Information, Based on Data in Poythress et al.36

MacCAT-CA Scale BR FPR TPR

Information

Scale Score
Interpretation

(Impairment Level)Bits %max

Understanding 0.16 0.181 0.517 0.053 8.3 9 Mild
0.30 0.204 0.548 0.081 9.2 10 Minimal

Reasoning 0.16 0.118 0.479 0.071 11.2 9 Mild
0.30 0.140 0.514 0.106 12.0 9 Mild

Appreciation 0.16 0.040 0.407 0.105 16.5 7 Clinically significant
0.30 0.054 0.441 0.148 16.8 8 Clinically significant

Also shown are the amounts of information yielded by each scale (both in bits and as a percentage of the information that would be obtained
from a perfect test), corresponding scale scores, and the MacCAT-CA interpretations of these scores. BR � assumed base rate.
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these scores. Table 2 suggests that if one seeks to
optimize diagnostic information, then a clinically
significant impairment in Appreciation provides the
most information about a defendant-evaluee’s adju-
dicative competence.

Problems With Ascertaining Accuracy
and the Truth

The previous section provides examples of the
type of insights we might derive from using ROC
methods to characterize the accuracy of CST assess-
ments. However, in the previous section, an evalua-
tion tool was (mis)treated as a diagnostic instrument.
What forensic clinicians and courts would really like
to know is how accurate real assessments of CST
are—that is, how accurately evaluators combine in-
terview information, scores from assessment instru-
ments, and other data about defendant-evaluees to
form opinions concerning adjudicative competence.

Any effort to respond to this need would encoun-
ter two problems. First, if Buchanan is correct in his
view that experts should take into account the seri-
ousness of the charges that defendants face and
should factor in the costs of diagnostic errors when
formulating opinions about competence, then the
actual, competent or incompetent opinions that
evaluators provide to courts incorporate two kind of
judgments: those about defendants’ abilities, and
those about the relative desirability of certain types of
errors.

To understand this point, imagine that a CST
examiner emulates the practice (described earlier)
used by radiologists in diagnostic studies, so that, at
the conclusion of each CST evaluation, the examiner
assigns each defendant-evaluee to one of five catego-
ries: 1, very likely competent; 2, probably competent;
3, uncertain; 4, probably incompetent; and 5, very
likely incompetent. Suppose now that the examiner
considers the appropriate binary (competent or in-
competent) opinion for defendants who face misde-
meanor charges for which the likely consequences of
a guilty plea would be time served. The examiner
may feel that the legal presumption of competence,
combined with the minimal adverse consequences of
proceeding with adjudication in such cases despite
being incompetent, favors conclusions that defen-
dants in categories 1, 2, and 3 (and maybe even cat-
egory 4) are competent. By contrast, if defendants
face major felony charges or complex cases that will
place high demands on their mental functioning, the

same examiner may feel comfortable stating that de-
fendants are competent only if they fall into category
1 (or perhaps, categories 1 and 2). Thus, using the
expert’s yes-or-no opinions about CST as the basis
for quantifying accuracy would provide a muddied
picture of the expert’s actual powers of discernment.

The second problem in quantifying accuracy is
our ultimate inability to ascertain the truth about a
defendant’s adjudicative competence. Several studies
have shown that at least 80 percent of the time, pairs
of evaluators agree about evaluees’ compe-
tence.28,49,53–56 This finding sounds impressive until
one recalls that approximately 80 percent of defen-
dants referred for CST evaluation are competent,
and that someone who had no information and sim-
ply said all defendant-evaluees were competent
would therefore agree with an examiner around 80
percent of the time.56 Even more important, high
reliability values do not mean that judgments are
accurate: two evaluators using the same simple but
foolish judgment rule (e.g., defendants are compe-
tent if and only if their last names start with vowels)
would agree perfectly while being quite inaccurate.

How, then, could one establish the truth about a
defendant’s competence? As was noted earlier, there
is no biopsy or other gold standard for establishing
a diagnosis of adjudicative incompetence. The
MacArthur studies37,57 addressed this problem by
using subgroups for whom the truth seemed reason-
ably clear (for example, forensic inpatients recently
found incompetent to stand trial, and defendants
who appear unquestionably competent to the inves-
tigators; Ref. 57, p 187). Of course, this approach
depends on opinions of imperfect human evaluators;
more important, it may yield a subject pool that does
not represent the full spectrum of individuals who
undergo CST evaluations. Specifically, this approach
may exclude those pretrial defendants who appear
merely probably competent or who seem possibly
incompetent, the very defendants whose evaluations
generate ambiguous results and who make one won-
der how accurate evaluators are.

One might treat criminal courts’ findings about
each defendant’s competence as correct because ulti-
mately, these findings are the only ones that count.
But usually, courts simply accept mental health ex-
perts’ judgments about competence without any re-
view of the evaluator’s work.55,58–60 When courts do
hold contested hearings on adjudicative competence,
judges learn information indirectly (from testimony
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and written opinions) and do not conduct their own
independent examinations of defendants. But even if
judges interviewed defendants, questioned experts,
and formed their own opinions in every case, the
accuracy of courts’ decisions would be limited by
judges’ human imperfections and inaccuracies. (As
the existence of successful appeals demonstrates,
judges disagree about various matters, and when they
do, at least one judge must be in error.) Conceivably,
one could conduct an experiment in which all defen-
dants proceeded with adjudication (perhaps in a pro-
visional trial54) irrespective of experts’ opinions, and
their performance was directly assessed in vitro,
rather than inferred in advance. Even if this were
practical, evaluators might not agree in some (and
perhaps a substantial fraction of) cases as to whether
defendants met competence criteria. This problem
persists even when the judgment of a blue-ribbon
panel of experts renders a decision,28 because in cases
of disagreement, the outvoted experts think they are
right, and they well could be, assuming, as this article
does, that CST is a real quality about which the ma-
jority could be mistaken. Of course, all uncertainty
would be eliminated by having an Omniscient Being
provide the correct judgment in each case, but unless
the research team includes a universally recognized
prophet who can transmit that judgment, investiga-

tors will remain unsure of the truth, or at least unsure
that they can convince their colleagues.

A Hypothetical Study

The previous paragraphs help us understand why,
to date, no study has reported on the accuracy of
competence assessments. For the moment, however,
let us suppose that a universally recognized prophet
joined a research team and supplied the truth about
each defendant’s competence. Let us also suppose
that examiners offered opinions about evaluees in the
form of graded judgments about competence, rather
than restricting themselves (as statutes usually re-
quire them to do) to providing binary, yes-or-no
opinions. How, then, might we depict an examiner’s
accuracy?

Figures 3 and 4 show two formats for portraying
results in this hypothetical study. Looking at Figure
3, we see that an examiner has evaluated 200 defen-
dants, half of whom are actually competent and half
of whom are actually incompetent to stand trial. The
examiner assigned ratings of “5” to 48 actually in-
competent defendants and to just 2 actually compe-
tent defendants. If the examiner were to use this cat-
egory as the only one for which a “not competent”
opinion was offered (recall the previous discussion of

Figure 3. Hypothetical study results from a five-category rating of 200 defendants, half of whom are actually competent to stand trial. Gaussian
distributions fit the rating data to the binormal assumption.
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misdemeanor defendants who face minimal adverse
legal consequences), then FPR � 0.02 and TPR �
0.48. The examiner assigned ratings of “4” to 30
actually incompetent defendants and 9 actually com-
petent defendants; if defendants in both categories 4
and 5 were included in those for whom a not-com-
petent opinion was offered, then FPR � 0.11 and
TPR � 0.78. (A comment: at incompetence base
rates of 0.16 to 0.30, this decision threshold maxi-
mizes diagnostic information.) We can make similar
calculations for the two other possible policies, which
would produce binary opinions that favor avoiding
having incompetent defendants stand trial. The
Gaussian distributions in Figure 3 show the fit of the
examiner’s rating data under the binormal assump-
tion. The notion is that because the number of rating
categories is somewhat arbitrary, the binormal distri-
butions lead us to a better appreciation of the exam-
iner’s underlying ability to distinguish competent
and incompetent defendants.

Figure 4 depicts the hypothetical examiner’s per-
formance as a ROC graph. Each portion of the ROC
curve is labeled to indicate its source in, or correspon-
dence to, one of the five rating categories shown in
Figure 3. The four potential decision thresholds ap-

pear along the curve as circles at these (FPR, TPR)
pairs: (0.02, 0.48), (0.11, 0.78), (0.19, 0.87), and
(0.36, 0.95). The smooth curve is fitted to these
points based on the binormal assumption. (In Figure
4, AUC � 0.921, a larger value than is the case for
the AUCs shown in Figs. 1 and 2. This result is
consistent with the assumption that an examiner
would be more accurate than a rating tool alone.)

Figure 4 also contains a square located at (0.19,
0.72) labeled apparent accuracy based on yes-or-no
opinions. The square’s location assumes that when
expressing opinions as yes-or-no judgments about
adjudicative competence, the hypothetical examiner
considered consequences of errors for the 81 defen-
dants rated 2, 3, and 4, and deemed half of these
defendants competent and half incompetent. The
examiner also said that all defendants rated 1 were
competent, and all defendants rated 5 were incom-
petent. Notice that the square lies below the ROC
curve fitted to the examiner’s rating data. This illus-
trates how judging accuracy from examiners’ binary
opinions about CST, which incorporate their beliefs
about relative costs of errors, may underestimate the
examiners’ actual ability to distinguish competent
from incompetent defendants.

Conclusions

This article has conceptualized an expert’s ex-
pressed opinion about a given defendant’s CST as
reflecting four separable factors: (1) the contextual
demands on the defendant, determined by external
factors beyond the defendant’s future control (e.g.,
what he actually did, the complexity of the case, the
charges filed, the evidence against him, and potential
punishments); (2) the personal attributes of the de-
fendant that are relevant to competence (e.g., intel-
ligence, mental organization, social awareness, and
cooperativeness); (3) the expert’s accuracy, which de-
pends on the expert’s ability to obtain and assimilate
information about (1) and (2) and to use that infor-
mation to distinguish competent from incompetent
defendants; and (4) the expert’s decision to favor one
sort of error over another based on perceptions of the
consequences of those errors.

This article also adopts Buchanan’s idea5 that ex-
perts are imperfect and have varying levels of confi-
dence in their opinions and suggests that because of
this variability, we should conceive of experts’ deter-
minations as having a certain level of accuracy that
might be characterized by ROC analytic methods.

Figure 4. ROC graph based on hypothetical data in Figure 3. Seg-
ments of ROC curve areas labeled to indicate their sources in one of
five rating categories. Four potential decision thresholds appear along
the curve as circles that are fitted to a smooth curve according to the
binormal assumption. The square labeled apparent accuracy based
on yes-or-no opinions assumes that half the defendants rated 2, 3, and
4 are deemed competent and that these opinions are used to quantify
accuracy.
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The article has described some types of insights one
might derive from ROC analyses of CST assessments
if experts (at least for research purposes) were to ex-
press opinions about competence as graded levels of
confidence instead of restricting themselves to binary
(competent or not) options. For example, it is possi-
ble to quantify accuracy either as the area under the
ROC curve or by using the cutoff for maximum
information and to make judgments about relative
merits and usefulness of measures by considering
such data.

Most medical and scientific studies that attempt to
quantify the accuracy of a detection or diagnostic
technique use some recognized gold standard that
establishes the truth about the phenomenon of inter-
est. This article has explained why, where studies of
accuracy in CST determinations are concerned, no
satisfactory gold standard exists, especially if such
studies are intended to evaluate experts themselves
and to include tough or ambiguous cases, the very
sorts of cases that make mental health experts aware
that their assessments are not perfect.

Fortunately, however, statistical research over the
past two decades has yielded methods that allow for
inferences about diagnostic accuracy in the absence
of a gold standard diagnosis.61–64 Though descrip-
tion and examination of these statistical methods lie
beyond the scope of this article, the author hopes that
the preceding discussion will encourage those who
investigate psycholegal topics to collect and evaluate
data about CST determinations that are amenable to
such methods. Such efforts would allow researchers
and forensic experts to know and quantify, perhaps
with considerable precision, the accuracy of assess-
ments of adjudicative competence.
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